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Last week
• We are like diamonds, with many different aspects
• Parts of us may be growing into Christ-likeness while other parts have
not yet begun to change
• Also, it takes a community to be known as we show different sides of
ourselves to different people as they see us
• Perhaps there’s something similar about God—different people see
different aspects, and so do we all at different times of our lives
• I was encouraging us to take a look from a different than normal
perspective

Thomas Merton (1915-1968)
At the center of our being is a point of
nothingness which is untouched by sin and
by illusion, a point of pure truth, a point or
spark which belongs entirely to God, which
is never at our disposal, from which God
disposes of our lives, which is inaccessible
to the fantasies of our own mind or the
brutalities of our own will. This little point
of nothingness and of absolute poverty is
the pure glory of God in us.

It is so to speak His name written in us,
as our poverty, as our indigence, as our
dependence, as our sonship. It is like a
pure diamond, blazing with the invisible
light of heaven. It is in everybody, and if
we could see it we would see these
billions of points of light coming
together in the face and blaze of a sun
that would make all the darkness and
cruelty of life vanish completely ... I
have no program for this seeing. It is
only given. But the gate of heaven is
every- where.”

Meister Eckhart
(c.1260-c.1328)
In this birth God pours
himself into the soul, and
the light at the core of the
soul grows so strong that
it spills out, radiates
through the soul’s agents,
even passing the outward
man.

Meister Eckhart
In that core is the central silence, the pure peace, and abode
of the heavenly birth, the place for this event: this utterance
of God's word. By nature the core of the soul is sensitive to
nothing but the divine Being, unmediated. Here God enters
the soul with all he has and not in part. He enters the soul
through its core and nothing may touch that core except God
himself. No creature enters it, for creatures must stay outside
in the soul’s agents, from whence the soul receives ideas,
behind which it has withdrawn as if to take shelter.

Meister Eckhart
• St Augustine says there are many people who have sought
light and truth, but they look for it outside themselves,
where it is not.
• To be enlightened and discerning, cherish the birth of God's
son in the core of the soul and then the soul’s agents will be
illuminated, and the outward man as well.
• It is in the stillness, in the silence, that the word of God is to
be heard.
• In this sense, your ignorance is not a fault but your chief
virtue and your passivity is the chief of your actions

St. Paul chimes in . . . (Philippians 2:12-16)
12 So

then, my beloved, just as you have always obeyed, not as
in my presence only, but now much more in my absence, work
out your salvation with fear and trembling; 13 for it is God who
is at work in you, both to will and to work for His good
pleasure. 14 Do all things without grumbling or disputing; 15 so
that you will prove yourselves to be blameless and
innocent, children of God above reproach in the midst of
a crooked and perverse generation, among whom you appear
as lights in the world, 16 holding fast the word of life . . .

To let the diamond shine
• Conform your soul, as best you can, to God’s desires
• Contemplate Christ in your heart
• Clear away debris—avoid grumbling and disputing, and
putting yourself down
• Hold fast the word of life—stand for the truth that God loves
us and will be active in our midst

Pattern for shining
• Wait for God to speak in the silence where you cannot make
things up
• Attempt to do what you are told to bring about more justice,
more beauty, and more compassion in the world

